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“And he gave the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists,
the shepherds and teachers, to equip the saints for the work of ministry,
for building up the body of Christ …”
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Ephesians 4:11-12 ESV
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What labels to you use to identify others?
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What labels are stuck on you personally?
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Your _______________ is ____________!
What does scripture say about my identity?
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Your _______________ is ____________!
What does scripture say about my identity?

My ________ doesn’t matter;
only my __________ does!
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Consider this for personal reflection this week ...
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> What harmful labels have you used on others or yourself?
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> How can you change those labels to better reflect God’s identity in
your life?
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In the space below, write how a proper
understanding of your identity transforms
how you see yourself and others:
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